Pupil E

Year 5

The class studied Ancient Egypt in History lessons. As part of this topic, pupils learnt about the
ancient practice of mummification. Pupils were asked to write instructions on How To Make A
Mummy. Pupil E initially planned the writing using brief notes and used these to structure the
composition. A word list was available for topic specific words. The writing is independent with the
pupil making changes during the writing process.
The collection has been assessed with reference to the performance descriptors produced by STA.
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Analysis
Transcription
Uses diagonal and horizontal strokes to join letters although ascenders and descenders are not
always clearly distinguished (p)
Writing is legible (c)
Spelling
Many common words are spelt correctly
Consistent errors in spelling body and careful. Fails to use the silent w in wrap
Care is taken to ensure topic specific terms are spelt correctly
Limited use of the vocabulary from the Year 5/6 word list or from the spelling programme for this
phase (p)
Grammar, Vocabulary and Punctuation
Vocabulary is generally appropriate with some use of precise verbs and adjectives to clarify meaning
– stuff, place, deflate
Sentence construction uses mainly simple and compound sentences (c)
Simple conjunctions used such as then, but, and; no evidence of more sophisticated conjunctions (p)
Present tense is consistently used throughout (c)
Use of the conditional might used appropriately to suggest possibility
Simple noun phrases are used for description – big, fat knife, deep, deep hole
Some use of topic specific vocabulary for precision – conopic, sarcophagus, amulet
Contractions mainly accurate – confusion with ‘it’s case’ and ‘it’s sarcophagus’
Basic sentence punctuation is mostly correct although there is evidence of the comma splice being
used
Composition
The piece combines formality of layout with an informal writing style, conveying the writer’s
enthusiasm about the process of mummification
Layout and organisation appropriate for an instructional text, although the ingredients and
equipment list inappropriately punctuated with commas
Numerical commands sequence the text in a logical order with some parts developed to give more
information (c)
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Some instructions lack detail and clarity, for example, in instruction 2, the reader needs to infer that
the purpose of cutting the hole is to remove the organs
Viewpoint is demonstrated through consideration of others – horrid work
c – consistent use

p – partial use
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